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School of Basic Sciences – FSB
FSB – Section of Chemistry and Chemical Engineering
FSB – Mathematics Section
FSB – Physics Section
Mathematics Institute of Computational Science and Engineering
Mathematics Institute for Analysis and Applications
Mathematics Institute for Geometry and Applications
Institute of Chemical Sciences and Engineering
Institute of Physics
Swiss Plasma Center

School of Engineering and Electrical Engineering – STI
STI – Electrical Engineering Section
STI – Mechanical Engineering Section
STI – Microengineering Section
STI – Section of Materials Science and Engineering
Interfaculty Institute of Bioengineering (STI)
Institute of Electrical Engineering
Institute of Mechanical Engineering
Institute of Microengineering
Institute of Materials Science and Engineering
Molecular and Hybrid Materials Characterization Center
PRN – Computational Design and Discovery of Novel Materials
PRN – Robotics
SCCER - Future Swiss Electrical Infrastructure - Leading House EPFL

School of Architecture, Civil and Environmental Engineering – ENAC
ENAC – Architecture Section
ENAC – Civil Engineering Section
ENAC - Environmental Science and Engineering Section
Institute of Architecture
Civil Engineering Institute
Environmental Engineering Institute

School of Computer and Communication Sciences – IC
IC – Computer Science Section
IC – Communication Systems Section
Computer and Communication Sciences Institute
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School of Life Sciences – SV
SV – Life Sciences and Technology Section
Brain Mind Institute
Interfaculty Institute of Bioengineering (SV)
Swiss Institute for Experimental Cancer Research
Global Health Institute
Centre of PhenoGenomics
NCCR Molecular Oncology PRN-MO

College of Management of Technology - CDM
CDM - Management of Technology Section
CDM - Financial Engineering Section
Management of Technology and Entrepreneurship Institute
Institute of Technology and Public Policy
Swiss Finance Institute at EPFL

College of Humanities - CDH
CDH - Section of Digital Humanities
Institute for Area and Global Studies
Digital Humanities Institute

EPFL Middle East
ME - Energy Management and Sustainability Section